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Materials and Methods:

• This research was undertaken as a photo documentation study within the
subfield of visual sociology
• I focused on a small section of Murphysburg – primarily one specific block
• Unless otherwise noted, I took the photos below with my smartphone
• I gathered data from historic records, websites dedicated to historic Joplin,
forms submitted to the National Register of Historic Places, and conversations
with Community Historian Brad Belk

• Demographic trends are often reflected in community-organization and residential patterns
• In Murphysburg residential district in Joplin, MO, the earliest homes tend to be large and ornate, while the most recent
constructions are more modest and utilitarian
• The purpose of this research was to photographically document the different styles of residences within a small section of
Murphysburg and assess the sociodemographic factors that may have affected their construction
• I originally sought to answer the question “What factors led to the demographic shift in the Murphysburg residential district?”
• The resulting photos were combined with historical data to provide a more complete understanding of Joplin’s demographic
and economic history
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Results
• 1900 population:
26,023
• 1910 population:
32,073
• Miners drive growth,
but do not shape
housing trends
• Luxury apartments
such as the Olivia
(pictured left) built
for upper-class
citizens

Murphysburg district (area of
focus circled in red)

1929

1906

1890s

• Great Depression
impacted housing
trends
• Mayflower
Apartments (pictured
left) built 1928-1929 for
working- and middleclass families
• 1932 records indicate
many vacancies
within luxury Olivia
building

1918
• 1890 population:
9,943
• Population boom
resulted in high real
estate value
• Large homes built
by wealthy
capitalists; see
Schifferdecker (top
left, 1890) and
Zelleken (bottom
left, 1893) houses
• Economy largely
driven by mining

• 1920 population: 29,902
• Shifting mining operations led to
population decline
• Economy focused on agriculture and
tourism
• Zahn (top left) and Ridgway (bottom
left) Apartment buildings built for
middle- to upper-class citizens,
including professionals eager to stay
close to business district

Image credit: Google Street
View, 2012.

• 1960 population: 38,958
• 40s and 50s saw economy
shift to manufacturing
• In 1960s, commercial outfits
became additional
economic driver
• Newly-opened Interstate 44
diminished salience of
nearby business district as
primary commercial center
• Ambassador Apartments
(pictured left) were built to
accommodate working-class
employees of above
industries

1965
1940s

1974
• In 1974, Ambassador
Apartments II
(pictured right) were
built as more
affordable housing

Image credit: Google Street View, 2012.

• 1940 population: 37,144
• Construction of nearby army training
facility during WWII contributed to
population swell
• Many single-family homes, such as the
Rogers house (c. 1900, pictured
above) were converted to multi-unit
apartments, contributing to influx of
working-class families

Conclusions:
• Murphysburg residential district illustrates the shifting demographic composition of Joplin during the 20th century
• Rather than the push scenario that I hypothesized – whereby wealthier families left due to incoming working- or middle-class families – my research suggests that a changing economy caused many upper-class
families to leave the neighborhood, creating a vacuum which pulled affordable housing options (followed by working- and middle-class families) into the area
• Population trends – often related to economic shifts – were another salient factor in the changing face of Murphysburg
• My research would be strengthened by corroborating period sources (e.g. newspapers) – archival research is a potential future venture

